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ABSTR ACT
This paper demonstrates the innovative use of game engines as a tool in the analysis and
communication of complex structural engineering. It specifically looks at the relationship between a
building’s primary structure and its façade. The analysis and visualisations, scripted using the Game
Engine Unity3D, focuses on visualising the implications of movements from the primary structure
[under various load cases] on the façade.
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This paper describes the novel process by which Unity3D is utilised to create an applet which
imports displacements from structural software and post-processes the data to visualise the
complex effect on façade panels according to its support conditions. It demonstrates that visualising
facade movements in real-time, as opposed to current, static report-based descriptions, provide
access for the comprehension of more complex building systems. This therefore has the possibility
to reduce safety factors applied to facade movement joints.

2 Extract from a typical facade
movement report detailing
movements and tolerances for
facade panels.
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Applet visualisating primary
structure under wind load and
the subsequent facade panel
movements according to a bottom
supported panel condition. Warping
per panel calculated and visualised
in real-time.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper demonstrates the innovative use of game engines as
a tool in the analysis and communication of complex structural
engineering. It specifically looks at the relationship between
a building’s primary structure and its façade. The analysis and
visualisations, scripted using the Game Engine Unity3D, focuses
on visualising the implications of movements from the primary
structure [under various load cases] on the façade. This paper
describes the novel process by which Unity3D is utilised to
create an applet which imports displacements from structural
software and post-processes the data to visualise the complex
effect on façade panels according to its support conditions.
This paper focuses on the interface between the primary
structure and the façade. A key area for the improvement of the
construction process lies in managing the interfaces between
the building façade and critical building elements. As building
design becomes increasingly complex, the impact of structural
movements on the behaviour of the façade become increasingly
more complex to comprehend. More complex geometry leads
to complex movements due to loads. Only a comprehensive
understanding of the buildings behaviour under load will allow a
façade engineer the freedom to accommodate these movements
in their design in a truly appropriate manner. This is more
challenging that it seems as the Façade Engineer will not typically
undertake the primary structure analysis, but receive this analysis
from the structural engineer. With more challenging structural
behaviours, further pressure on a more fluid inter-disciplinary
approach is applied. It is only through a truly interdisciplinary
approach that both competencies and professional expertise can

yield innovative approaches and applications (Menges. A et al.,
2017).
Interfaces, joints and connections between different elements
or sections provide the biggest challenges during design,
manufacture and constriction as well as implications throughout
the life of the building. This is especially prevalent when
constructing the building façade. (Gibb, 1995). Traditionally, the
façade engineer would receive structural movements from the
structural engineer in the format of a structural movements
and tolerances report. The Facade Engineer would then analyse
these results for use in the accommodation of tolerances and
other elements of the façade design. This process is currently
disjointed and requires intensive iterative discussions to arrive at
some shared understanding between parties.
What makes the relationship between the primary structural
movement and the facade so complex is the fact that the
facade’s movement under load is dependent on its support
conditions. The behaviour of the façade panel changes according
to its support and restraint conditions, which if changed, takes
a long time to understand the implications. This becomes more
of an issue when other parties, such as the sub-contractor
becomes involved, and doesn’t fully-understand the behaviour
of the building. This can lead to overly conservative [or
inaccurate] tolerances designed by the sub-contractor. Similarly
the structural engineer may not understand how the cladding
contractor may wish to support the façade panels.
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Currently, primary structure movement report data is taken as
a base for the facade movement report. This report will tend
to be a data only description of movments and tolerances [see
figure 2]. This has clear limitations when the geometry is of a
comlexity where the movement behaviour cannot be predictied
with intuition.
This papers poses that a more efficient communication of the
building’s movements is required, not just between disciplines,
but interdisciplinary at an early stage. It describes the use of
game engines as the means to create that better communication
and analysis.
Simulation systems are becoming common in different
knowledge fields, such as aeronautics, defence, and industrial
applications, among many others. With the advance of the game
industry, simulators are being developed using typical game
engines and gaming software architectures (Joselli et al. 2014). A
game engine is a software framework designed for the creation
and development of video games. It provides a suite of visual
development tools in an integrated development environment
to enable development of games in a data-driven manner. The
game engine utilised in this paper’s ‘applet’ is Unity3D. The
reasoning behind this was its ease of coding behaviours into the
environment as well as the large support community.

5

advantages applied to interrogate a building’s structure. As well
as this, the designed ‘game’ can be exported into formats that
mean the end user does not need any proprietary software
to run it. Unity3D can export its content to an executable file,
an android and an .html WebGL format to name just a few.
Therefore a senior client, contractor or in fact any stakeholder
doesn’t need the skills required for a specific package such as 3D
modelling software e.g. Rhino3D or ‘BIM’ [building information
model] software such as Autodesk Revit, they can simply
‘execute’ the delivered file.
The next section of this paper sets out the designed innovative
computational methodology for the applet. The paper then goes
on to demonstrate results from the applet’s use in a project case
study. The final section reflects on the process, it applicability,
use and future uses.
METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methodology for the design of the
applet. It starts by describing the context for the input data,
namely the definitions and structure of finite element model
displacement data. It continues by describing the engineering
algorithms for the post-processing of the input data for the
façade support conditions and panel warp calculation. Finally
it outlines the general schema and design for the applet,
demonstrating Unity3D’s interpolation with Oasys GSA Analysis.

The advantages of gaming engines is the power of real-time, 3D,
data-driven rendered interrogation of models. Primarily used
for games, this paper provides an alternative example of these

Nonlinear analysis software tools allows structural engineers to
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Inputs : non-linear analysis software, Oasys GSA

3

FEM modelling software, Oasys
GSA. The GSA environment with
GSA model.

4

Oasys GSA 3D model visualising
stresses.
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Elected building and building facade
as the test case for this paper.
This case-study was chosen for its
readiness for analysis as well as its
simplicity.
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Typical elevation and plan section
diagram [not to scale] showing
the typical locations for a bottom
support of a pre-cast panel with
lateral restraints.
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understand how the structure of a building is going to behave
under varying load cases. The software tool of choice in this
paper is Oasys GSA. GSA provides a text based output that
describes the geometry as well as the displacement data of each
node under each load case.
Façade Engineering: Panel movements

Non-loadbearing building envelopes have to be isolated from
movement of the supporting structure so that they do not resist
structural movement, as well as moisture and thermal expansion,
which may induce loads in them for which they have not been
designed. The European International Standard, BS EN 1992-1-1,
states that “Deformations should not exceed those that can be
accommodated by other connected elements such as partitions,
glazing, cladding, services or finishes.” Movements imposed onto
the building envelope can occur from a variety of causes, each
of which apply load in varying directions. Specifically from the
primary structure, the following are the most common causes of
movement onto the façade:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building movements due to loading
Wind sway
Vibration
Creep
Wind loading
Snow loading
Settlement and heave

Utilising FEM models such as Oasys GSA allows the structural
engineer to understand the effect of these movements on the
primary structure. However the resulting movements on the
façade depends on its support strategy.
In the designed applet, the movement strategy elected is a
condition where each façade panel is bottom supported (i.e. the
support system is at the base of the panel) and restrained at the
top. This is not the only support strategy, but was chosen as
the first strategy with the intention to add more in the future.
This support strategy is typical for a stone or pre-cast concrete
façade.
Panel movements superimposed onto primary structure
displacements

Once the support strategy is established, one can now map
the panel’s movements according to the displacement from the
primary structure. From the diagrams above, it now becomes
obvious that the complexity of structural movements combined
with a specific facade support strategy results in it being too
challenging to understand the global results intuitively.
Calculating the resulting warp of the panel under load

The final piece of information required from the resulting
movements is the level of warp the panel obtains from the
displacement. The warp value allows the Façade Engineer to
design key aspects of the panel, as the material [and other design
parameters] will be able to accept a certain tolerances of warp.
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The warp is calculated as follows [see Figure 8] :
1. Define four planes passing through three different vertices of
each panel: plane BCD, plane ADC, plane DAB, and plane ABC.
2. Calculate the distance between each warped vertex and the
planar plane :
•
•
•
•

δa = off plane BCD
δb = off plane ADC
δc = off plane DAB
δd = off plane ABC

8

This same script edits the material of each mesh in real-time
according to the warp calculation for the chosen load case.
The final key element to a game engine that is taken advantage
of it is physics engine. A physics engine is software that
approximates the simulation of certain physical systems. In
the applet, the rigid body dynamics physics system is used
in conjunction with mouse inputs to provide the engineer
the capability to interrogate the data for each element when
hovering over it.

3. Finally the maximum value is considered.

Below shows a diagram demonstrating the designed process.
This schema allows the freedom for other stakeholders in the
design process to add / subtract / create new ‘modules’ in the
Unity environment with the FEM data.

Game Engine Capabilities

Code Design

A Game Engine typically contains a camera frustum to view
from, a scene to inhabit and 3D mesh data with materials to
render. All three are capitalised on with the use of scripts in the
construction of games.

The construction of the applet is broken down into constituent
parts according to function to allow for a plug-and-play workflow.
All scripts are written in the high level language, C# [‘C sharp’],
and the constituent parts are broken down as follows:

For the designed applet, the camera is used in conjunction with
mouse and keyboard inputs to edit the view position in realtime. This allows the engineer to interrogate the model from
views not previously viewed. Mesh data is instantiated into the
scene at run time through scripts, taking advantage of Unity3D’s
Mesh API [application programming interface] for mesh creation.

•
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•
•

Camera script – this looks after all functions relating to the
viewport [camera] suchas orbiting, zooming etc. This script
also centres itself according to the imported GSA data.
Import script input data – this looks after the stream for
importing the data from GSA utilising the System.IO.
Mesh script – this is a class that creates a ‘quad four’ mesh

7

Typical detail section diagram
[not to scale] showing the typical
locations for a bottom support of a
pre-cast concrete panel with a top
lateral restraint.
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Diagram showing the methodology
for the measurement of warp on a
quadrilateral facade panel.

9

Diagram describing the schema for
implementing algorithms in Unity
into applets, utilising structural
FEM data

10 The pseudo code for the algorithm
applied to the movement of the
panel.

•

•
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face geometry from the input data as well as holding the
displacement data for each node in each load case.
Support type script: bottom supported, top restrained – this
transforms the mesh face [façade panel] according to the
behaviour of a panel supported at its base and restrained at
its top.
GUI script: this utilises Unity3D’s inherent graphical user
interface elements to create an interface to interrogate the
various load case data in the model.

The ‘support type’ algorithm, written within Unity, was devised
to replicate the movement behaviour of the façade panels under
varying displacement vector data. The follow pseudo-code
is used as the algorithm to move the panel according to the
displacements. Keywords specific to Unity3D are also defined
shown in Figure 1
RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The resulting applet has been tested on one use case. From this
use case, conclusions can be drawn for the validity of the tool’s
capability to communicate movements the façade will be subject
to, that would otherwise be overlooked or not dealt with in more
detail.
A part of a large structure was taken after the load-cases
had been run. This model has been chosen as it is part of a
geometrically complex façade and it also has multiple load cases
to stress test the software with.

1. Create an empty at position D, set its forward direction in the
direction DC.
2. Set the "right" of the empty to be in the direction of the cross
product of DC and DA.
3. Create a quad element in initial position as defined by coordinates
ABCD and make this a child of the empty.
4. Create a slider with a range of 0 to 100 - define the value to be "k".
5. Move the empty (and hence its child) to a position defined by D +
k*δD.
6. Set the forward direction of the empty to be in the direction
(D+k*δD to C+k*δC).
7. Set the "right" direction of the empty to be in the direction of the
cross product of
(D+k*δD to C+k*δC) and D+k*δD to a+k*δA.
Empty: an instantiated Unity ‘object’ with no initial attributes.
Right: a vector direction using the right hand rule of a Unity object.
Child: A Unity object that inherits attributes from another, ‘parent’,
Unity object.

10
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and design. It further allows all parties to review if the existing
structural system should be stiffened.
The final discussion is the application of the engineering based
algorithms specifically in a game engine context. Three main
advantages have come from this in this applet:
•
11

12

•

•

An ability to interrogate results dynamically in real-time, not
constrained to a predetermined set of commination imagery
/ animations.
An ability to capitalise on tools only available, widely, in game
engines. As an example in this applet, the capability to ‘fire’
vectors into ‘colliders’ to determine if the mouse if hovering
over a mesh in 3d space.
Game Engine export compatibility allowed the applet to
be capable of being exported into formats that meant
Engineers did not need any proprietary software, they could
run an iOS app or Microsoft .exe and interrogate the results
instantaneously.

CONCLUSION

13
11 Structural GSA model used for use case. For the example use case an extract of
the model is taken.
12 GSA model imported into the applet.

13 Applet: the resulting façade movements according to a bottom supported
support condition as well as the warp for each panel can now be visualised.
In this load case example, it highlights specifc areas of concern where larger
tolerances might need to be considered with regards to both movement and
warp.

Upon import, the model can now be interrogated in relation to
both the primary structural movements and resulting façade
movements.

Conclusions can be drawn from the results of the use case. It can
be concluded that this tool now enables the Façade Engineer to
understand and communicate to their team as well as the design
team what effect load cases on the primary structure has on the
façade. It allows the structural engineer to better understand
the impact of the design on adjacent disciplines. Not only can
these movements be better understood, but they can also be
interrogated in real-time, allowing dynamic interrogation.
As a comparison to existing workflows, it can reasonably be
concluded that the proposed method provides the scope to
examine a great deal more comlex behaviours of building facades.
Current, more static methodologies do not provide the same
interrogation of the building's movements.
The designed schema for the workflow [shown in Figure 9] has
allowed the possibility for other stakeholders / engineers to
add ‘modules’ on top of the base code written in Unity3d, to
take advantage of the combination of game engine functionality
alongside structural engineering data. This is more evidence that
the paradigm of utilising engineering data within a game engine
environment has a real potential.

The results showed that it is clear that the applet now allows
an instantaneous, global comprehension of the façade panel
movements. It also demonstrates the ease at which small
algorithms can be implemented on top of the visualisation to
provide further engineering analyses. In this case, the algorithm
that measures the warp in mm / m2 visualises the extent to
which these panels could be fabricated at their current size

This paper presents an analysis of one use case for one support
system for façade panels. After the success for the pre-cast
concrete movement application, the plan would be to implement
the same work to other support conditions. Support conditions,
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Further Work

14 Applet: the resulting model can be interrogated for each load case from any angle.

such a ‘top hung system’, which is synonymous with a unitised
curtain wall would produce different movement behaviours.
This would built into the applet and unlock the capability for
optioneering façade systems in early scheme design.
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